Craniopagus twins: embryology, classification, surgical anatomy, and separation.
With recent advances in brain imaging and neurosurgical techniques, there has been a renewed interest in the surgical separation of craniopagus twins. Successful separation in recent cases, along with widespread publicity, has attracted craniopagus twins from all over the world to be referred to pediatric neurosurgical centers for evaluation and consideration for surgical separation. It has become apparent, however, that the most critical decisions in surgical planning are related to separation of the blood supply to the conjoined brains. In fact, in craniopagus twins that survive pregnancy or the first few days of life, there is usually little shared brain tissue. The shared blood supply is far and away the more critical issue. It is very difficult to successfully separate craniopagus twins in one surgical procedure. Staged separation, with gradual re-routing of the shared blood supply, has been a successful alternative. We discuss here our experience with three sets of craniopagus twins and our approach to staged separation.